Introduction
The geometrical entitles and concepts such as circle, square, triangle, Golden Ratio have been studied Archimedes (240 BC) of Syracuse, Greece, called the area arbelos that is inside the larger semi circle, but outside the two smaller semi circles of different diameters. By its shape it is also called as "a shoemaker"s knife".
The Golden Ratio and the arbelos of Archimedes are different concepts. But in this paper by the grace of God, it has become possible to see that these two concepts too have an interesting and unexpected inter relationship between each other (one). Further, this relationship has an extended relationship also with the circle (two). It is a well known fact that there exists simple and understable relationship between circle and square (three). As circle, square are related, their combined interrelationship has been extended to  value also (four).
There is, thus, a divine chain of bond (of four interconnecting relations) exists, among square, circle, Golden Ratio, arbelos and  value. (Here  value means a true/ real/ exact/ line-segment based value. The stress here, on the adjectives to , has become necessary, because 3.14159265358… of Polygon is attributed or thrust on circle. In other words, this number to circle is a borrowed number from polygon and its existence thus can not be seen in the radius of the circle, naturally. However, the new value In support of the above formulae, this paper also chooses and confirms that the real  value is 14 2 4
A study that shows the existence of a simple relationship among square, circle, Golden Ratio ….. 
Part-II

12.
 value is known and hence, it is possible to find out the area of the arbelos either from 
III. Conclusion
It is well known that there exists a simple relationship between circle and square. In the present study, it is clear such simple relation also exists between Golden Ratio and arbelos of Archimedes. This paper combines above two kinds of relations and decides the real  value, as 14 2 4  = 3.14644660942…
